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Tragedies behind the numbers 
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Learning Objectives

1. Understand the diversity of new teen drivers and why 
they are at a higher risk of crashing in the first year of 
licensure 

2.Gain insights into how to integrate teen driving 
resources into the adolescent well visit 

3.Identify best practices on how to onboard a virtual 
driving assessment in a pediatric primary care setting 
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Thank you to our sponsor

This work is supported in large part to a gift 
from NJM Insurance Group to support

The Possibilities Project
Center for Research and Prevention and
CHOP Care Network

to implement and operationalize a 
new focus on young drivers with 
Virtual Driving Assessments across the 
CHOP Care Network



Center for Injury Research and Prevention
>3 decades of research to action for safety

Mission: Advancing the pace of research to keep children safe by
reducing physical & emotional injury & violence & promoting recovery

How: through interdisciplinary science and translation of our discoveries into 

breakthroughs in technology, clinical care, policy and education

Learn more: https:\\injury.research.chop.edu

Today’s focus:

Young Drivers



The Possibilities Project

• Mission: to reimagine and reengineer the way 
we deliver primary care in the CHOP Care 
Network through innovation. 

• How: through innovative pilots and rigorous 
evaluation, TPP seeks to design a system that 
delivers care directed towards the needs of 
contemporary families and the issues they face.

• TPP functions as an innovation incubator, 
where ideas are processed, tested, and 
evaluated thoroughly before they are either 
discarded, put on hold, tested on a larger scale, 
or transitioned into operations.
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CHOP Care Network

• 31 primary care practices
• ~700,000 visits FY’22
• ~300,000 patients
• >200 pediatricians and 40 nurse 

practitioners
• 30-40 active studies
• 100% participation in research
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Teen Drivers: 
Why crashes are a medical problem?
Why are teens at increased crash risk?
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Why focus on Injury?
A LEADING CAUSE of  death for youth

Disease

Cunningham RM et al. N Engl J Med 2018;379:2468-2475



Adolescent deaths
Crashes account for 1 in 3

“ Conrad sped up, but it was so 
dark, he didn't see the pothole. 
Next thing I knew, we were flying 
through the air. ...My heart is 
broken and shattered.”

– 17 year-old sole survivor, 
only occupant using belt
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Unrecognized teen crash problem
Skill deficits

Figure 1. NJ requirements: GDL through age 20, driver education but not 

training. Adapted figure from data from 2006-2009. (Curry et al., 2015).1

1. Curry et al.,Accid Anal Prev. 2015;80:243-250. doi:10.1016/j.aap.2015.04.019
2. Curry AE, HafetzJ., et al.. . Accid Anal Prev. 2011;43(4):1285-90.
3. Seacrist, T., et al. Traffic Injury Prevention, 2021,  22(sup1), S68–S73.

First months – highest risk

1 in 5 teens crash

75% of young novice crashes 
due to human error.2

• Largely recognition and decision 
errors 2,3

• In common crash scenarios
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Challenge: 
Teens are LICENSED but not necessarily SAFE
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Policy challenges teen crash prevention in PA

• Many of our patients get no professional feedback about their driving.

• PA opted for 65 hours of parent practice before an intermediate license

• PA – no requirement for any professional driver training.

• Driver licensing exams – limited assessment

• Practicality: short drive – parking lot and local roads (little exposure to complex driving scenarios)

• Safety: limited exposure to potential crash scenarios

• Passing the license exam does not mean prepared to handle potential crash scenarios
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Diversity of  teens, diversity of  preparation

• Teens learn to drive under various conditions
• Access to driver education and training – driver training deserts
• Parent availability (and ability) to teach/practice with teens

• Teens have individual differences that challenge training, increase chance for risk
• Medical conditions
• Executive function skills, sensation seeking, impulsivity

➢ Inadequate preparation can result in deficits in safe driving skills
➢ Poor scanning, hazard anticipation and response
➢ Tailgating and speeding
➢ Distraction

➢ Impairment: further challenges deficient driving skills
• Driving under influence of substances
• Drowsy driving
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Opportunity: Primary Care teachable moments 
PA medical requirements that can promote safety

• PA requires medical certification for teenagers getting their permit
• Learner permit application requires a health care provider to certify that the teen does 

not have a medical condition that would “prevent control of a motor vehicle” 
• https://www.dmv.pa.gov/Driver-Services/Driver-Licensing/Driver-Manual/Chapter-1/Pages/Applying-for-a-Learner's-Permit.aspx

• PA sees health care providers as mandatory reporters
• Health care personnel are mandated to id & report medically impaired drivers

• >27,000 new reports are submitted to PennDOT each year
• https://www.dmv.pa.gov/Information-Centers/Medical-Reporting/Pages/Mandatory-Reporting.aspx

https://www.dmv.pa.gov/Driver-Services/Driver-Licensing/Driver-Manual/Chapter-1/Pages/Applying-for-a-Learner's-Permit.aspx
https://www.dmv.pa.gov/Information-Centers/Medical-Reporting/Pages/Mandatory-Reporting.aspx
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PA Learner Permit Application
Health care providers complete portion

• PA providers already id 
individuals with challenges

• Form completion provides a 
teachable moment to id 
under-prepared drivers

• Note: most can learn to drive 
https://injury.research.chop.edu/research
/teen-driving-safety/driving-
neurodevelopmental-differences

https://injury.research.chop.edu/research/teen-driving-safety/driving-neurodevelopmental-differences
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Could primary care be a place where we can 
proactively provide guidance on driver safety 

BEFORE teens get their license and crash?
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Collaboration

Innovation in Primary CareTeen driver safety expertise

Comprehensive teen driver safety 

initiative in primary care
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Comprehensive Teen Driving Initiative 
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Integrating Teen Driving into the Well Visit 

Adolescent 
Health 

Questionnaire

PA Medical 
Permit Form

Virtual Driving 
Assessment
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Adolescent Health Questionnaire Domains

1. Strengths

2. Nutrition and Activity

3. School

4. Family and Friends

5. Weapons/Violence/Safety

6. Tobacco

7. Alcohol and Substance use

8. Adolescent Development/Sexual Health

We used a staged implementation strategy 
2020 -> 3 practices using AHQ
2021 -> 29 practices using AHQ
2022 -> all 31 practices using AHQ
2023 -> iterate & build clinical decision support 
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Adolescent Health Questionnaire (AHQ)

Do you have a valid and current driver’s license which allows you to drive without 
supervision?

- Yes

- No: I have a junior/intermediate license

- No: I have a permit

- No: I have no license or permit

- N0: My license was suspended

If no license or permit; Do you intend to start the driving process in the next 12 months? 
Yes*|No
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Completion of  Medical Certification on Learner 
Application – A Teachable Moment

• Permit forms must be completed in person

• Permit forms are completed at well visits, sick 
visits, and permit signing visits

• Utilization of visit type for permit forms is 
variable across our network and forms are 
completed on paper, making it difficult to 
track in the EHR

• Pre-virtual driving assessment, some offices 
provided driving information packet to 
families during permit visit but many did 
not provide info packet to families
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WHY A VIRTUAL DRIVING 
ASSESMENT?
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VIRTUAL DRIVING ASSESSMENT

• Safely assesses driving performance in 
most common serious crash scenarios

• Not possible during licensing exam

• Software identifies unsafe drivers and 
areas for improvement 

• 15 minutes to complete

• Easy to use, self-directed software

• Personalized feedback guides drivers 
on how to improve their driving skills

• Software provided by CHOP spin-out, 
Diagnostic Driving, Inc.

• Decades of CHOP research



A Personalized Feedback Report Generated for Every 

Teen
Overall performance 

relative to drivers their 

age.

Detailed feedback on 

how they drove in 

common crash scenarios.

Specific information on 

driving mistakes made, 

and tips to correct them.

Plus, access to 

CHOP-created 

safe-driving 

videos
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Results: VDA predictive of  road test, crash risk

• N=2,301 (13.6%) had at least one crash.
• Only 1.5% of all new drivers had 2+ crashes  

VDA
Driving

Class

Distribution
Odds of FAILED

Road Test1

No Issues ↓29%

Minor Issues ↓11%

Major 
Issues ↑34%
Major Issues 
& Dangerous
Behavior

↑19%;

1st year of license
CRASH Hazard2

Less likely

AVERAGE

AVERAGE

More likely

1. Walshe, E.A., et al., Transportation Research Part F, 2022.

2. Walshe, EA, et al., under review, 2023. 
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Assessment limitations

• Not a comprehensive driving evaluation

• May indicate need to go to a Driving Rehabilitation Specialist

• Not a training simulator
• Assessment and feedback only

• Not a clinical test
• Continue to rely on your clinical knowledge for the PA requirements

• VDA is an educational tool
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[My son] now has the confidence, even after failing the simulator, to know 
he will one day be a driver and have an independence we thought 
unreachable. We will come back and re-test as he builds his skills and 
knowledge to confirm he has learned all the critical elements necessary to 
ensure his safety but more importantly to ensure the safety of others on the 
road.

Flourtown parent, August 2020
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Number of  Completed VDAs Per Month

Over 3,300 assessments completed as of May 31, 2023

0
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TEEN FEEDBACK

I would recommend the virtual 

driving assessment to my friends 

(N=764)

I would take the virtual driving 

assessment again if given the opportunity 

(N=763)
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Teen Feedback

“The driving test was the 
first time I went "behind 
the wheel" other than 
trying to learn from 
observing my parents I've 
never learned ANYTHING 
about driving.  This 
simulation gave me a 
chance to finally know 
what's it's like behind the 
wheel.”

-West Grove

“I would do this again to 
work on my weaknesses, 
like controlling my 
speed.”
- West Chester

“It is really eye opening to 
see all the factors that go 
into driving.”
-Moorestown
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Additional Driving Resources

For more: https://www.teendriversource.org/
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For more: https://www.teendriversource.org/
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Teen Driver Source videos
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCPGevUmqpEaeYoXhkN4OL9g
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Implementation of  Virtual Driving 
Assessment 
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21 Primary Care 
Practices 

Over 3,300 
assessments 
completed 
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Key Stakeholders

• Practice Clinical Champion (MA, RN, NP, MD etc.)

• Practice Staff including: Patient Service Representatives (PSRs), 
providers and other clinical staff 

• Office Manager 

• Implementation Lead 

• Patients and Families 
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Space Requirements
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Equipment

● Computer/Laptop with Windows 10
version 15063.0 or higher X64

● Computer monitor
● Mouse
● Keyboard
● Steering wheel and pedals (Logitech 

G29)
● Standard over-ear headphones
● Eye tracker (Tobii Eye Tracker 5)
● Table
● Chair without wheels
● Wired internet connection
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Key Materials: Job Aid for Staff



Key Materials: Informational Sheet
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Key Materials: Flyers and Brochures
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Key Materials: VDA Webpage
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Key Materials: Posters
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Additional Support 

• Text reminders for families

• Visit type in EHR
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Additional Support

• Reminder text about 
feedback report

• Clinical Champion 
monthly meetings
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Summary of  Time and Effort

• Additional 15 minutes of time for patients and families

• 2 hours of training time for staff

• Workflow changes to offer the VDA as part of routine care

• 1 hour per month for clinical champion meetings
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Research
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VDA data collection can support research

1. Understand our patients 

1. Question: VDA performance by our patients

2. Finding: Large representation in Major Issues with Dangerous Behavior. 

3. Impact: VDA can identify at-risk teens BEFORE they crash and early in 
the process, allowing us to intervene.

2. Inform policy 

1. Question: Are more practice hours associated with better skills?

2. Finding: More practice hours, less drivers in the Major Issues group

3. Impact: One of first studies to be able to quantify the benefits of practice 
driving in preparing teens for safe driving 
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Conclusions and Next Steps
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Let’s make PA the safest state for teen drivers

• Teachable moments
• PA required - Medical Certification, Mandatory Reporting

• After citations, crashes

• Focus on teens at risk
• All novice drivers – focus on skills, GDL

• Identify and address teens with challenges
• Neurodivergent

• Medically complex

• At-risk for impaired driving
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Available resources (free!)

• PA learner permit
• https://www.dmv.pa.gov/Driver-Services/Driver-Licensing/Driver-

Manual/Chapter-1/Pages/Applying-for-a-Learner's-Permit.aspx

• PA Mandatory Reporting
• https://www.dmv.pa.gov/Information-Centers/Medical-

Reporting/Pages/Mandatory-Reporting.aspx

• Evidence-based teen driver resources
• https://teendriversource.org

• Evidence-based videos to guide practice driving
• https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCPGevUmqpEaeYoXhkN4OL9g

https://www.dmv.pa.gov/Driver-Services/Driver-Licensing/Driver-Manual/Chapter-1/Pages/Applying-for-a-Learner's-Permit.aspx
https://www.dmv.pa.gov/Information-Centers/Medical-Reporting/Pages/Mandatory-Reporting.aspx
https://teendriversource.org/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCPGevUmqpEaeYoXhkN4OL9g
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Want more information on Primary Care 
practice transformation for young drivers?

• For more information on getting started with innovating in 
Primary Care regarding teen driving, contact Maura Powell, 
powellma@chop.edu

• Want a Virtual Driving Assessment demo?
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Questions?



This webinar has been approved for 
1 CEU/CME through the University of 

Pittsburgh

Please take the survey that immediately pops up after the 
webinar. 

• Indicate you would like CME/CEU on the survey. 

• Your name and email address will then be added to the 
sign-in sheet.

• Proof attendance will be emailed from Zoom. Please click 
the link in the email for CME/CEU credit.

Link: https://cce.upmc.com/content/pa-aap-lets-talk-series-
innovative-strategies-support-new-teen-drivers-through-
primary-care (access in 14 business days)

Thank you for attending

“Innovative Strategies to Support 
New Teen Drivers Through Primary 

Care”

This activity is approved for the following credit: ANCC and AMA PRA Category 1 
Credit™. Other health care professionals will receive a certificate of attendance 
confirming the number of contact hours commensurate with the extent of 
participation in this activity.

https://cce.upmc.com/content/pa-aap-lets-talk-series-innovative-strategies-support-new-teen-drivers-through-primary-care


PA Traffic Injury Prevention Project 
Regional Training Coordinators


